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Abstract

The ability to reason about relations is relevant for many spa-
tial cognitive processes. This can involve: (i) to represent spa-
tial information mentally, (ii) to manipulate the spatial repre-
sentation, and (iii) to infer new spatial information. Several
cognitive theories make assumptions and predictions about the
underlying processes. A detailed and systematic overview and
analysis of ireliable effects across studies is missing. This ar-
ticle presents a meta-analysis of 35 studies about spatial rela-
tional reasoning. Studies were classified according to different
factors including the ambiguity of the spatial description, i.e.,
if it the description allows for more than one representation, the
presentation of information, i.e., if the information has been
presented auditorily or in a written form, and the task, i.e., if
a conclusion or model of the premises needs to be generated
or verified. Implications of the findings for the mental model
theory and working memory are discussed.
Keywords: reasoning; spatial relations; meta-analysis.

Introduction
Spatial cognition allows us to perform a variety of everyday
actions, such as sharing spatial information, navigation, and
even assembling diverse kinds of objects. A successful spatial
interaction requires us to represent spatial relational informa-
tion and to reason with and about this information. Human
communication mainly uses qualitative descriptions to spec-
ify relationships between spatial objects1 instead of a numer-
ical or quantitative data description that is used in robot nav-
igation. Relations which are expressed linguistically by the
comparative, such as ‘greater than’, have been extensively
investigated in the past century by using behavioral experi-
ments (e.g., Hunter, 1957; Störring, 1908). Within an experi-
ment, problems are often reduced to their essential character-
istics limiting irrelevant information. Consider the following
example:

Premise 1: The post office is left of the train station.
Premise 2: The train station is left of the main crossroad.
Conclusion: The post office is left of the main crossroad.

The premises contain spatial information (“left of”) about the
relationships among spatial objects (e.g.,“post office”). A de-
ductive inference makes implicit given information, e.g., the
relation between the post office and the main crossroad ex-
plicit. While this inference is easy, and most participants
solve it correctly, such transitive inferences can be at the core
of more difficult inference problems with more objects and
more relations. In the following we will give a brief overview

1Although it would be more appropriate to speak about entities
including humans, in the following we refer to spatial objects.

about reported factors of reasoning difficulty in the litera-
ture and present briefly implications of two cognitive theo-
ries relevant to our analysis. Cognitive psychologists have
disagreed about the exact character of underlying mental pro-
cesses (Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005) and the main ques-
tion is, what reliable findings need to be explained by cogni-
tive theories?

Factors of Reasoning Difficulty
In general reasoning difficulty can appear on all levels:
in comprehending the presented information (the language
level), generating a mental representation (the representa-
tional level including working memory) or reasoning about
the representation (reasoning level). The literature reports
several factors that can be related to these levels.

Behavioral findings support that the presentation for-
mat affects spatial relational reasoning (Van der Henst &
Schaeken, 2005): In comparison with simultaneous premise
presentation, accuracy is significantly lower in sequential
presentation of the premise information (Roberts & Sykes,
2003; Schaeken & Johnson-Laird, 2000; Van der Henst &
Schaeken, 2005). This difference presumably reflects that
during simultaneous premise presentation reasoners have all
information available until they respond in contrast to sequen-
tial premise presentation posing more demand on working
memory (Ormrod, 1979; Schaeken & Johnson-Laird, 2000).
Models of working memory, e.g., Baddeley’s Working Mem-
ory Model (WMM; Baddeley, 1986) support the assumption
that human reasoning is restricted by the limited capacity of
working memory (Klauer, 1997) and that there are different
components with specific limitations and modalities. Based
on Baddeley’s WMM, factors such as presentation form, task
type and number of terms may influence spatial relational rea-
soning. Similar to premise presentation, it can be assumed
that the presentation form (written vs. spoken language) may
affect the way a problem is processed (Ormrod, 1979).

If premises are presented auditorily the spatial informa-
tion is presented sequentially and thus more load on working
memory is placed (Ormrod, 1979). According to the WMM,
the larger the number of terms within a problem, the higher is
the amount of information that must be retained (Clevenger &
Hummel, 2014). Lastly, the task type may have an influence
as well. In conclusion generation tasks reasoners have to gen-
erate a conclusion. Whereas during verification tasks, reason-
ers have to check if a putative conclusions follows. This type
of task captures only the ability to recognize a solution, but
not producing it and thus requires smaller amounts of work-
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ing memory (Klauer, 1997; Kubinger & Wolfsbauer, 2010).
Another factor is the so-called indeterminacy effect

(Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 1989). While Example 1 above al-
lows only for one possible arrangement (that we call model)
and is called a determinate problem, indeterminate problems
are possible. Consider the following example:

Premise 1: The post office is left of the train station.
Premise 2: The train station is left of the police office.
Premise 3: The crossroad is right of the post office.
Conclusion: The police office is right of the crossroad.

An indeterminate problem is more difficult to solve than a
determinate one (e.g., Boudreau & Pigeau, 2001; Johnson-
Laird & Byrne, 1991). Determinate problems allow only
one qualitative arrangement (in contrast to quantitative dif-
ferences, e.g., metric distances), while indeterminate prob-
lems allow for multiple different arrangements – as explained
by the (preferred) mental model theory (MMT: Byrne &
Johnson-Laird, 1989; Ragni & Knauff, 2013):

(1) post office – crossroad – train station – police office

(2) post office – train station – crossroad – police office

Most people construct just one or two models at most and of-
ten neglect other models consistent with the premises. These
models differ qualitatively, e.g., there is mentally a different
arrangement of the train station and the crossroad possible
from the indeterminate description.

So far no systematic review of the recent literature has
been carried out and no uniform and unambiguous conclu-
sions about differences in accuracy have been drawn. For
this reason, a cross-study meta-analysis of behavioural data
from spatial relational reasoning is conducted. The aim of
this paper is to test whether the predictions of individual stud-
ies and the predictions of MMT and WMM hold generally
and to give an detailed overview that can serve as a potential
benchmark for theories about spatial reasoning. This analy-
sis investigates differences in accuracy depending on indeter-
minacy, premise presentation, presentation form, and type of
task as well as number of terms. Resulting from the theo-
retical background and empirical findings to spatial relational
reasoning, predictions are:

1. In spatial relational reasoning, determinate problems
are easier to solve than indeterminate problems (e.g.,
Boudreau & Pigeau, 2001; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).

2. Compared with problems presented in spoken language,
problems in written language appear with higher accuracy
(e.g., Ormrod, 1979; Van der Henst & Schaeken, 2005).

3. Reasoners solve more problems correctly when the task is
to verify instead of generating conclusions/models.

4. Problems consisting of three terms are less difficult to
solve than four-term problems.

5. In case of simultaneous premise presentation, accuracy is
higher than in case of sequentially premise presentation.

In the following, these predictions are analyzed with the aim
of gaining differences in accuracy specific to the various
types. The results of the analysis are evaluated and inter-
preted with respect to predictions of the mental model theory
and implications from working memory limitations.

The Meta-Analysis
Paper Acquisition In order to acquire sufficient and suit-
able data for the meta-analysis, we needed to find experi-
ments in which the participants drew their own conclusions
to all sorts of tasks in spatial relational reasoning. An initial
set of eligible studies came from a meta-analysis database of
coded studies about spatial relational reasoning from the Cog-
nitive Computation Lab (University of Freiburg, Germany)
the database incorporated a comprehensive search for stud-
ies reported until 2013. The database contained the literature
using the online platforms PubMed and Google Scholar for
entries by the following main query: ‘(relational) AND (rea-
soning) OR (reasoning) AND (about) AND (relations) OR
(transitive reasoning)’. All the studies in that database were
reviewed for eligibility and an independent search was con-
ducted: Online literature searches were performed on the 29th
of October, and 29th of November 2016 using PubMed and
Google Scholar. For the first PubMed and Google Scholar
search, the same term like in 2013. For the second PubMed
search, conducted on the 29th of November, the query ‘(spa-
tial) AND (reasoning) AND (relations) OR (spatial reason-
ing) AND (relations)’ was used, since the initial query was
too unspecific for this search engine.

Criteria for Inclusion of Studies Experiments were as-
sessed and selected for this meta-analysis if they met not only
the search terms but also the following criteria: Experiments
containing spatial relations and in cases of visuo-spatial re-
lations, experiments emphasizing on spatial representations
were also considered. All the experiments had to involve
healthy, adult participants and use a within-subjects design
to keep the homogeneity among different conditions. Partic-
ipants had to know beforehand that their task was to reach a
conclusion and there had to be no secondary-tasks. These cri-
teria were used to ensure that the reasoning process was actu-
ally taking place and to eliminate other cognitive processes as
a biasing factor. Moreover, only peer-reviewed and published
studies of both, behavioural and neurophysiological experi-
ments conducted in any country were considered. Outcome
results of accuracy must have been presented in a quantitative
form that permitted computation or reasonable estimation of
an effect size statistic representing the difference in accuracy.
Finally, information on factors of interests had to be given in
the study. The literature search identified 138 experiments of
84 articles reporting results from psychological studies. Of
these, 32 experiments (23%) (e.g., Knauff & Johnson-Laird,
2002a) did not report behavioral data or did not present spa-
tial realtions by means of language.

Twenty experiments (14%) were rejected because they
did not report or measured accuracy (e.g., Brüssow et al.,
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the overall accuracy for the studies (in %).

Dataset with indeterminacy condition determinate problems indeterminate problems
simultaneous-verbal presentation 70 (7) 52 (8)
sequential-verbal presentation 65 (4) 42 (13)
sequential-auditory presentation 63 (10) 34 (19)
Values are rounded to integers. Indeterminacy (simultaneous-verbal): Experiments with simultane-

ous premise presentation, generation task, verbal presentation form and 5-term problems. Indetermi-
nacy (sequential-verbal): Experiments with sequential premise presentation, generation task, auditory
presentation form and 5-term problems. Indeterminacy (sequential-auditory): Experiments with se-
quential premise presentation, generation task, verbal presentation form and 5-term problems.

2013). Seventeen experiments (12%) did not report infor-
mation about either indeterminacy, presentation form, type
of task or number of terms nor premise presentation (e.g.,
Fangmeier et al., 2006). For 13 experiments (9%) the origi-
nal study was not available (e.g., Hagert, 1984). Eight experi-
ments (6%) used secondary-task methods (e.g., Knauff et al.,
2004), six experiments (4%) used a between-subjects design
(e.g., Boudreau & Pigeau, 2001) and three experiments (2%)
included children or patients (e.g., Knauff & May, 2006).
In two experiments (1%) a recognition task was performed
(e.g., Mani & Johnson-Laird, 1982) and two other experi-
ments (1%) used a visual presentation form (e.g., Knauff &
May, 2006). In total, 206 raw differences in means of ac-
curacy between different types of spatial relational reasoning
problems and other types of (relational) reasoning met the in-
clusion criteria for this meta-analysis. An asterisk precedes
each of these reports in the reference list.

Paper Classification After paper selection, experiment
characteristics were coded by the authors for the following
characteristics: indeterminacy, premise presentation, presen-
tation form, number of terms, task and sample size. The sam-
ple size for each experiment was defined as the number of
participants at the time of the final measure of logical correct
answer. The first division of data was made between deter-
minate and indeterminate problems. Furthermore, the data
was subdivided into groups of simultaneous and sequential
premise presentation. All premises were either displayed at
the same time and remained available (simultaneous), or were
presented one at a time and disappeared with the onset of a
new premise (sequential). Moreover, it was coded whether
the participants had to listen to the premises in form of audio
recording using spoken language (auditory form) or whether
the premises were presented by means of literacy language
on screen or on paper (verbal form). Likewise, the data was
grouped into experiments with either three, four, or five terms.
Finally, experiments were assigned to the group of verifica-
tion task when the reasoners had to verify a outative conclu-
sion or to select the correct model from a given set of models.
If the participants had to generate a model (an arrangement
of objects) or to draw a conclusion, tasks were characterized
as generation tasks. For each factor, the data was divided into
subgroups finding the combination of variants that had the

most values for comparison of two variants of a factor. For
this purpose, cross-classifying factors were used to build a
contingency table of the counts at each combination of fac-
tor levels resulting in eight combinations of data. In Table 2,
the datasets for all types of factors and its characteristics are
presented. The factor number of participants within an ex-
periment was not included in matching since otherwise, the
number of raw means within subgroups would have been too
small for statistical analysis. For the results reported in this
study, statistical analysis consisted of non-parametric tests us-
ing one-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests and a significance
level of α = .01 was defined. All statistical analysis was per-
formed using R (R version 3.2.2, 2015-08-14; R Core Team,
2015).

Results and Discussion
The data was corrected for outliers by excluding percentages
of accuracy with values greater than two standard deviations
from the mean value. All the statistical analysis reported is
based on the data corrected by outliers. We analysed the per-
centage of correctness for all eight combinations of data.2 Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics in all conditions.

The analysis shows that in the indetermi-
nacy (simultaneous-verbal) sample, significantly more
correct responses were given if the problem was determinate
than indeterminate (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test W = 168,
p < .0001, one-sided). The same trend is also visible for
the sequential-verbal and sequential-auditory indeterminacy
cases (Table 1). One-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests
showed that both trends were statistically significant (indeter-
minacy (sequential-verbal): W = 30, p < .05; indeterminacy
(sequential-auditory): W = 30, p = .01). These results
supports several empirical findings (e.g., Byrne & Johnson-
Laird, 1989) and can be explained by MMT as well as
Baddeley’s WMM. For an indeterminate description, it is
necessary to construct not one but several mental models
in order to correctly represent its meaning. The larger the
number of models that reasoners must consider, the higher
is the load on working memory. The attempt to construct

2This was due to a better readability. For the purpose of calcu-
lating Odds Ratio and the further meta-analysis, absolute frequency
of accuracy based on the number of participants and the percentage
of the correctness of the given responses are used.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the overall accuracy for the studies (in %).

Dataset Factor nrawmeans nparticipants Mean (SD) Min Q1 Median (MAD) Q3 Max

Indeterminacy***
(simultaneous-verbal)

det 12 2384 70 (7) 64 64 66 (3) 78 80
indet 14 2456 52 (8) 40 43 54 (7) 58 59

Presentation form 1 (n.s.) verb 15 255 90 (10) 68 89 90 (11) 98 98
audi 18 264 87 (7) 77 81 88 (9) 94 96

Presentation form 2** verb 37 702 72 (15) 40 61 77 (17) 84 92
audi 10 192 57 (14) 33 47 61 (12) 67 76

Task** veri 15 255 90 (10) 68 89 90 (11) 98 98
gen 30 856 76 (17) 54 58 75 (25) 91 99

Number of terms (n.s) three 30 856 76 (17) 54 58 75 (25) 91 99
four 37 702 72 (15) 40 61 77 (17) 84 92

Premise presentation (n.s.) sim 24 3504 49 (12) 27 44 48 (10) 55 66
seq 15 255 90 (10) 68 89 90 (11) 98 98

All values were rounded to integers. Factor labels refer to auditory vs. verbal presentation form (audi/verb), determinate vs. indeterminate
problems (det/indet), model generation vs. model verification task (gen/veri) and sequential vs. simultaneous premise presentation (seq/sim).
nrawmeans: number of raw differences in means; nparticipants: number of participants. Indeterminacy (simultaneous-verbal): Experiments with
simultaneous premise presentation, generation task, verbal presentation form and five-term problems. Presentation form 1: Experiments with
sequential premise presentation, verification task, determinate and three-term problems. Presentation form 2: Experiments with sequential
premise presentation, generation task, determinate and four-term problems. Task: Experiments with sequential premise presentation, verbal
presentation form, determinate and three-term problems. Number of terms: Experiments with sequential premise presentation, verbal
presentation form, verification task and determinate problems. Premise presentation: Experiments with verbal presentation form, verification
task, determinate and three-term problems. *** significant p < .001, ** significant p < .01

several models may overload working memory capacities
so that no models would be constructed. Likewise, the
accuracy was significantly higher if the problems were pre-
sented verbally than during auditory presentation (Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum Tests, presentation form 2: W = 283, p < .01,
one-sided). A similar but not significant trend showed in
the presentation form 1 condition (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
Tests, W = 176, p = .07, one-sided). Spoken language
can only be presented in a serial way. Thus, the spatial
description has to be stored in the phonological loop using
a language-based form. At the same time, mental models
are built in the visuo-spatial sketchpad. When working
memory load increases it becomes harder to keep track of
all the premises and inferences separately. Additionally,
written language already implies information about spatial
relations and is, therefore, more similar to the information
contained in the problem description than in case of auditory
presentation. Furthermore, a one-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
Test supports the prediction that reasoning difficulty is lower
in verification tasks (W = 332, p < .01). Thereby, reasoners
have to build a model based on the premises presented and
verify a proposed model or conclusion. In addition to model
construction, reasoners have also to draw a conclusion to
solve the generation task correctly. This requires a larger
amount of working memory (Klauer, 1997). The descriptive
results for the dataset number of terms are consistent with the
predictions. Three-term problems were higher in accuracy
than four-term problems (Table 2). However, the Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum Test showed no significant difference (W = 641,
p > .1, one-sided). One explanation could be the limited

capacity of the working memory that is roughly three to
five objects or role bindings (Clevenger & Hummel, 2014).
Both three-term and four-term problems do not exceed
the capacities of working memory. However, descriptive
results assume a tendency for an increasing memory load
in four-term problems. Contrary to the predictions, there
was no significant difference between accuracy in case of
simultaneous and sequential premise presentation (W = 0,
p > .1, one-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test). Furthermore,
descriptive results indicate that problems with sequential
premise presentation are less difficult to solve than simul-
taneously presented problems (Table 2). This result was
unexpected and contradicts previous findings (Roberts &
Sykes, 2003; Van der Henst & Schaeken, 2005). With regard
to the data used in this study, the following differences can
be observed which may have influenced the result: In case of
simultaneous presentation, the total number of participants
tested is higher than in sequential condition (N = 3504
vs. N = 255). The difference in sample size might have
influenced the results. In addition, the factor premise order
was not controlled in this study. The dataset of simultaneous
premise presentation contained discontinuous problems.
However, in the set of sequential premise presentation, the
factor premise order was either unspecified or continuous.
Studies have shown that accuracy is higher in case of
continuous premise order (Knauff et al., 1998). Thus, an
effect of premise order can not be excluded here. A further
explanation may be that the amount of information must be
processed is reduced as a result of sequential presentation.
Hence, attention control may be facilitated and a model can
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be constructed incrementally from the premises (principle of
economicity, Manktelow & Galbraith, 2012).

General Discussion
Despite a century of research on spatial relational reasoning
and more than a hundred articles there is still no systematic
analysis of which factors do contribute to the human difficulty
in reasoning about spatial relations. The quality of the re-
ported experimental data differs, sometimes all relevant infor-
mation is reported, sometimes the standard deviation is miss-
ing. Hence, only a limited number of experiments could be
included in our review. We identified reliable differences in
accuracy between determinate and indeterminate problems,
auditory and verbal presentation form and also between tasks
of model generation and verification. This meta-analysis con-
firmed previous empirical findings that are predicted by the
mental model theory and influenced by the limited-capacity
working memory as predicted by WMM (see Klauer, 1997):
The effect of indeterminacy is the strongest effect (see Table
2) that is directly related with the number of models that need
to be generated in the reasoning process. The same holds
for the task where the verification is easier (the constructed
models need to be compared with a given one), while in the
conclusion generation process all models need to be checked.
And, finally a generation task with four terms (Presentation
form 2 in Table 2) can lead to more demands on both the con-
struction and storing the model in memory.

This systematic review has, however, a few limitations re-
lated to the results and their interpretation and leads to some
new questions. First, the number of studies considered is
a limiting factor to the expressive power of the analysis re-
sults. Furthermore, most of the studies included in this meta-
analysis did not report any information about the premise
order (e.g., if the premise information is continuosly), so it
was not possible to control for this factor. Likewise, with
regard to the small number of raw means, it was not pos-
sible to factor in the sample size of each experiment. The
next step of analysis in this study will focus on this particular
point and investigates questions, such as the variability in ef-
fects across studies and how this variability can be explored
in terms of moderator variables. Identification of the modera-
tor variables that describe the study characteristics associated
with larger and smaller effects is another kind of contribution
meta-analysis can make to understanding difficulties in spa-
tial relational reasoning. Of particular importance is the role
such moderator analysis can play in ascertaining which vari-
ants of spatial descriptions are most effective for reasoning.

Taken together this study illustrates a use of meta-analysis
for data interpretation beyond conventional statistical anal-
ysis. Some cross-experimental results can be formulated:
First, determinate problems are easier to solve than indeter-
minate problems. Second, compared with auditory presenta-
tion, problems in form of written language are less difficult.
Further, the accuracy was better for tasks that require the ver-
ification of conclusions or models than in tasks that require to

generate conclusions or models. This meta-analysis confirms
some previous empirical findings, and supports predictions
of the spatial mental model theory together with assumptions
from a limited spatial working memory.
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